
especially when escorting unruly  
students to the office.  Never-  
theless, keeping an open mind, I  
dove in to the interview, bright  
eyed as ever.  As for my discov-  
ery, you're just going to have to  
continue reading to find out.  

Kaity: What is your full name?  
Mrs. Gardner: My full name is  
Mrs. Cecile Gardner.  

Continued on page 2  A familiar face from the halls  

She gets you to class on time,  
delivers report cards, and rids  
our halls of trouble-makers.  
You may know her as a mere  
hall monitor, but she is actually  
a supervisory aid!  Can I have a  
drum roll please?  MRS. GARD-  
NER!  Previous to interviewing  
Mrs. G, I must admit I was a bit  
apprehensive.  The only side I  
ever got to see seemed strict;  

The (Not So) Secret Life of a High School Hall Monitor  

Typical School Photo  
a photographer who's a little bit  
on the wacky side, and will ask  
you to say something silly as you  
smile into the camera.  These  
photographers are momentarily  
entertaining, but more often  
than not they usually capture  
the photo mid-laugh, which for  
most people isn't the most at-  
tractive look.  There are also  

Continued on page 3  
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Say Cheese!!  
Every year teachers and stu-  
dents here at Sutherland have  
to endure photo day.  This year,       school portrait?  If you  

really think about it,  
out of every school  
photo you've ever  
taken, even including  
elementary school,  
how many times have  
you been happy with it?  
Really, don't you think  
school photos are just  
the most fun way to  
kick off the school  
year?  You find out  
about them, usually not until the  
day before, (or even worse: the  
day of), then you stand in line  
for a good 15 minutes to go get  
your photo taken by some of  
the most unenthusiastic people  
you'll ever meet.  Then again,  
you probably wouldn't be too  
enthusiastic about spending  
eight hours a day taking pictures  
of teenagers and teachers, who  
probably don't even want their  
picture taken in the first place.  
Sometimes though, you run into  

Honestly, how many times can  

our school's photo day took  
place on September 16th, ex-  
actly two weeks after getting  
back from summer vacation.  
These photos we take every  
single year go on our go cards,  
into the school's student data-  
base, in the yearbook, and to  
each if your relatives (if your  
parents decide to buy the pic-  
tures).  Why anyone would buy  
these pictures is what I don't  
really understand; who knows  
what your picture is going to  
turn out like?  The photogra-  
pher doesn't let you look at  
your picture after it's taken,  
since you just move along after  
he or she says a monotone  
"Next," so all you are able to  
do is get up off the seat and  
hope it's a money shot.  

you say that you've  
actually liked your  
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Robert Downey Jr.  K: Tell me something about your-  
self that not many people know.  

Mrs. G: I have Celiac Disease.  
It's an intolerance to wheat,  
rye, barley, triticale, and oats.  
It's difficult; I have to read the  
labels on everything.  

K: How do you relieve the obvious 
stress that comes with your job?  

Mrs. G: Walking and skiing.  

K: What is the nicest thing any-  
one at Sutherland has ever done  
for you?  
Mrs. G: Just thank you for a  
job well done.  

K: What is the craziest thing  
you did as a teenager?  

Mrs. G: Oh, I'm not crazy.  I  
smoked a cigarette on Hal-  
loween; well, a third of one,  
and that was the last one I  
ever smoked!  

"I know very little  

about acting.  I'm  

just an incredibly  

gifted faker."  

K: What jobs have you had previ-  
ous to this one?  

Mrs. G: Dress making in Rich-  
mond.  

K: What are your favourite and  
least things about Sutherland?  

Mrs. G: Favourite?  The new  
track.  My least favourite is the  
disrespect for the new school,  
in respect to garbage and not  
cleaning up after yourselves.  

K: Do you have any pets?  
Mrs. G: I do!  She is a toy  
poodle and she's 12 weeks  
old!  She's apricot in colour  
and she's learned to climb  
stairs!  Her name is Cindy.  

As you can see, Mrs. Gard-  
ner is just like the rest of us.  
She has a family, pets, and a  
life outside of school.  Per-  
sonally, my opinion was a  
charmed one.  I hope next  
time any of you see her  
around the halls you'll thank  
her.  She does a lot for us  
here at Sutherland!  It's the  
little things that end up  
counting the most.  Finally, in  
the words of the great su-  
pervisory aid herself, "Love  
one another!" because truly  
"Love is all you need."  

-Kaity Colby  
K: What would you do if you won  
the lottery?  

Mrs. G: Go on a ski holiday in  
Europe.  

K: Do you have any kids of your  
own?  If so, how many?  What  
are their ages and names?  

Mrs. G: Yes, I do.  I have 3:  
David, Corinne, and Colin.  
They are 34, 32, and 29.  Ac-  
tually, I've been married for  
37 years today (October 9th).  

K: What are you going to be  
doing on Halloween?  

Mrs. G: I'm going shoe shop-  
ping.  There's a sample shoe  
sale in Burnaby.  

( A young Richard Chamberlain) 

K: What is your favourite band/  
artist, and favourite song by  
them?  

Mrs. G: The Beatles, "All You  
Need is Love."  

K: What are your hobbies out-  
side of school?  

Mrs. G: I'm a seamstress, and  
I have volunteered for 20  
years at the World Cup  
Downhill Ski races; and that's  
in Whistler.  I belong to Beta  
Sigma Phi.  It's an organization  
that raises funds to help the  
needy.  It's with scholarships  
or donations for Dr. Klimo's  
cancer clinic.  

K: Do you enjoy your job?  

Mrs. G: Yes!  

K: What is the worst thing you've      K: Lastly, is there a message  
you would like delivered to  
Sutherland Students?  

Mrs. G: Keep learning!  
Make that your lifetime goal.  
Be kind to the environment.  
And help and love one an-  
other.  

caught a student doing?  

Mrs. G: Oh, there are lots of  
things you guys do naughty:  
switching locks, sharing lock-  
ers, throwing food at each  
other, stealing hats.  Do you  
know what a wedgie is?  I've  
seen that done.  It's not very  
kind.  

K: How do you deal with trouble  
makers?  
Mrs. G: I escort them to the  
office.  

K: Have you ever had to break  
up a fight?  
Mrs. G: Yes.  

K: So, do you know any good  
take down moves?  

Mrs. G: Oh no, they usually  
see an administrator coming  
and stop because they know  
they're doing something  
wrong.  

K: Why did you pursue hall moni-  
toring?  

Mrs. G: I didn't pursue it, the  
job came to me.  

K: Who is your celebrity crush?  
Mrs. G: Richard Chamberlain.  

Continued from page 1  

K: Where did you grow up?  

Mrs. G: In Richmond, but I  
figure I'm not grown up yet.  

The (Not So) Secret Life… Continued  
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We won't bite, we  
promise  

SabreT-  
rooth@hotmail.com  

Questions?  
Comments?  

Suggestions?  
Story ideas?  
Complaints?  

Send them to:  

mugshot, rather than a portrait.      what you look like in real life.  
So next photo day, don't fret if  
your photo isn't what you  
hoped for.  As long as you just  
be yourself, it will be a photo  
for you to remember, and your  
classmates to remember you  
by.  

-Stephanie Hoyle  

However, I guess that's what  
happens when a school needs  
to take "decent" photos of  
over 1200 people in three  
hours.  At the end of the day,  
whether you want to admit it  
or not, most of us put in extra  
effort on that day, because  
deep down we all want a nice  
photo of ourselves to be re-  
membered by and for some-  

body to say "Oh wow, you  
look great in that photo!"  
Really, everyone sees you eve-  
ryday at school, and knows  

The whole process produces a  
very unnatural photo, really,  
and the picture usually ends up  
looking either fake or like a  

Continued from page 1  

those photographers that like  
to give the most confusing  
instructions such as: "Push  
your shoulders back, turn your  
nose to your left, but keep  
your head tilted to the right,  
and don't stick your chin out  
too far," and everything along  
those lines, so that by the time  
you are in the "perfect posi-  
tion," your body is so uncom-  
fortable that you don't even  
care how you look in the  
photo, and just want to get out  
of there!  

Say Cheese!!...  Continued  

Robert Downey Jr. 

"I don't think I'm  
allowed to have a  

gun anymore.  They  

took it.  I think I  

deserve to have it  

back when my  

probation is over.  It's  

not like I did anything  

with the gun except  

pretend that I was  

skilled in it's use."  

knows each other by name .  

At Sutherland, we really need  
to look at how we see our  
peers and judge people around  
us without even getting to  
know them first.  Changing the  
way our school is currently  
divided would make Sutherland  
a much happier environment  
for not only learning, but com-  
munication.  Some of  us don't  
even realize that we are putting  

very little differences between  
the people in them.  However,  
after spending a few good  
months in the school, it slowly  
becomes apparent when ru-  
mours from different  groups  

towards not excluding others.  
There are plenty of people in  
our classes that we recognize  
and would probably get along  
with, but we are held back by  
the idea that we shouldn't be  

seem to have the bullying prob-      almost impossible to distinguish  
lem at all, we still need to work       these groups because there is  

The classing of students is al-  
most what you'd find depicted  
in Mean Girls, just not as ex-  
treme.  For a new student, it's  

ryone just keeps to themselves.       makes people in other groups  
look like aliens or some kind of  
unknown being, but everyone  

The groups of students are vast  
and are so similar that it's im-  
possible to name them, and  
pick out who's who.  The only  
difference is the style and per-  
sonality of the people who  
make up these groups.  To  
someone in these groups, it  

up such strong walls as we  
pass people in the hallway  
or choose partners in  
class assignments.  Al-  
though it is a difficult chal-  
lenge, Sutherland's stu-  
dents should be working  
towards putting this issue  
to it's long overdue.  

-Aisha Peill  

Cliques  
Friendship is something built by       talking to them just because  
trust with a person you are  
compatible with.  A good  
friendship can take years to  
establish.  I asked a few people  
from Sutherland what they  hear that they are almost never       everything works naturally and  

falls into place with one an-  
other.  You know who is who,  
and what group they belong to.  

most looked for in a friend and       accepted into the groups or  
find it hard to make friends  
because everyone's divided into  
their groups.  Everyone at  
Sutherland gets along well  
when they are put together by  
teachers to work as a team in  
order to reach a goal, but once  
that goal is reached the stu-  
dents split up and almost never  
talk to each other again be-  
cause it all returns to the basic  
principle of before where eve-  

Unfortunately, a lot of students  
here said that they have no-  
ticed our problem with cliques  
here at Sutherland.  We pretty  
much stick to our core group  
of friends and don't talk to  
anybody else or try to associ-  
ate ourselves with other  
cliques.  Although we don't  

the most common answers  
included honesty, somebody  
who could make them laugh,  
and somebody who is easy to  
talk to.  These are all charac-  
teristics that are relatively easy  
to find, so why do we tend to  
stick to small groups of friends?  

come out and then are used to  
judge and place each other  
apart.  If you have been here  
since grade 8, you know the  
unwritten rules of just how  

they don't fit into our group of  
friends.  After speaking to  
some of the newer students in  
the school, it's common to  
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Brazil has come to Canada!  

As we've seen from past issues of The Sabre  
Trooth, Sutherland has a variety of international  
students.  The people of Sutherland have had the  
pleasure of hearing from Korean and German stu-  
dents; and now it's time to travel from Asia and  
Europe to South America.  Four students in Grade  
11 from Brazil: Andre, Guilherme, Fernanda and  
Artur, were kind enough to take up some of their  
lunch time and answer some questions about their  
culture and what they think of Canada.  

Sarah: First things first, I think we all  
want to know...is it true that you wear  
speedos?  

Andre: No.  Well, we don't  

Sarah: Are you sure?  

Guilherme: Yes, many do in Brazil.  

Sarah: How long have you been here  
and how long do you plan to stay?  

Guilherme: One month, and we're  
staying for six.  

Sarah: Why did you chose Vancouver?  

All: To learn English and it's nice.  

Sarah: Compare Brazilian food to  
Canadian food.  

Guilherme: I prefer Brazilian.   Here,  
it's hamburgers and Asian.  In Brazil,  
there's lots of meat and it's good.  

Sarah: What do you think of the  

weather here?  

Andre: It's really cold.  

Artur: Yes, very cold.  

Sarah: Winter and snow.  What  
thoughts first come to your mind?  

Andre: I've never seen it.  I want to!  

Fernanda: I want to see it!  

Guilherme: It's nice.  

Sarah: Do you plan to go skiing or snow-  
boarding?  

All: Yes, snowboarding for sure.  

Sarah: Describe Carnaval.  

All: Big party, a lot of the country.  All  

Grade 11 Brazilian students: Artur, Andre, Gui and Fernanda  

the people go on the streets, drink a lot  

and kiss a lot.  It's great.  
Sarah: I understand there are a few differ-  
ent kinds of Carnaval, which is your favour-  
ite?  
All: Micareta.  

Sarah: Fifa World Cup qualifying is hap-  
pening right now.  If Canada and Brazil were  
to play each other, who would you support?  
Guilherme: Well, we all know who  
would win.  
Sarah: Yes, unfortunately.  Just kidding.  
All: We would support Brazil of course.  
We like Canada, but it's Brazil!  

Continued on page 5 

Counseling the Councilors  

First off, I would like to ask  
those who may criticize to give  
us a chance.  The members of  
this grad council are already  
under a lot of pressure, and  
trying to tend to every single  
person's little need is over-  
whelming.  Every class I go to  
all I hear is, "Why isn't there a  
boat cruise, I voted for you for  
a reason," or "I want to go to  
other school's events because  
we have none."  We are work-  
ing on it people, so give us a  
break!  Now that that is done  

with, on to business.  

This is the year of our gradua-  
tion.  Every single Grade 12 will  
be walking across that stage (I  
hope), getting a diploma while  
shaking the principal's hand to  
perhaps a last minute speech  
written ten minutes before.  
Hopefully this will be a fun  
year, filled with many memora-  
ble events, and as the grad  
council we will take it upon  
ourselves to ensure that.  The  
grad council meets upwards  
of…              Continued on page 6  

Olympians: Krisha Relleve, Kati Brewer, Anna La Lau, and Ashley Taylor  



Braden Western getting ready for his big night  

In the transition of growing up  
from a child to a teenager, we  
all notice many changes.  When  
asked about what she misses  
most about being a young child  
at Halloween, Julie Van Leeu-  
wen, a grade 11 student at  
Sutherland, said "I just miss  
actually going trick or trating.  
Now we just get turned away  
because we're too old."  Many  
teenagers could sympathize  
with this, and whether or no  
they want to admit it, most  
missed trick or treating the  
first year they "decided" they  
were too old.  Braeden Kerr, a  
grade 12 student, said, "I re-  
member when Halloween was  
actually scary.  I remember  
trying to figure out whether  
the costumes outside houses  
were real or not, and they  
ended up being real and I  

change, but for now, us teen-  
agers will have to keep an eye  
out for the "please take one"  
baskets on front porches.  

-Braden Western  

changed from the spooky,  
excitement filled night of trick  

or treating we once knew it  

as.  It seems that this time of  

longer the first thing that  
comes to mind.  

would get scared.  When we  year in late October sparks a  
were younger, the things that       different feeling every year,  
scared us half to death seem  
rather hokey now, and the  

one of nostalgia and change.  
However, Halloween is still a  

idea of Halloween being scary      time teenagers look forward  
tends not to cross our minds.      to and have a lot of fun.  The  
As many things do in our               things like dressing up and  
teenage years, Halloween has       being with friends may never  

What is Halloween?  Today,  
Halloween is all about tradi-  
tion.  In fact, Halloween has  
always been about tradition.  
The "holiday" originated from  

for apples.  Nowadays, for  
whatever reason, the popular-  
ity of the game has somewhat  
grinded to a halt.  In other  
words, when Halloween is  

the ancient Celtic festival called      mentioned, apple bobbing is no  
Samhain.  In Gaelic culture,  
Samhain is sometime regarded  
as "Celtic New Year."  Cos-  
tumes and masks were worn  
during the celebration to mimic  
the evil spirits that caused  
problems such as sickness or  
damaged crops.  Now, all this  
being said, Halloween has  
adopted new traditions over  
the years, some of which I'm  
sure will be around for decades  
to come, and others that have  
become less and less noticed as  
years have passed.  For exam-  
ple, take bobbing for apples.  If  
you don't already know, this is  
the game where a large tub or  
barrel is filled with water and  
then apples.  The apples then  
float to the top, and players try  
to catch an apple with their  
teeth.  If you have ever  
watched an old movie about  
Halloween or where someone  
throws a Halloween party,  
there is always one scene  
where there are kids bobbing  

Free Candy Never Goes Out of Style  

Robert Downey Jr.  
I thank Andre, Gui, Fernanda,  

"Violent ground-  

acquisition games 

such as football  

are in fact a  

crypto-fascist  

metaphor for  

nuclear war."  

and Artur for speaking to me  
and the rest of Sutherland.  If  
you want to learn more about  
Carnaval, feel free to ask our  
Brazilian students, they'll be  
glad to tell you.  Now that our  
school knows more about  
them, listen to what they say.  
"Don't be shy," make some  
new friends, and learn more  
about other cultures that are a  
part of our united Sutherland.  

-Sarah Tustin  

Sarah: Anything else you want to  
say to the students of Sutherland? 

All: Please, don't be shy.  
Come and talk to us!  Invite us  
to your parties; we want to  
make new friends!  

nice.  

Sarah: What about guys?  

Fernanda: I like Brazilian guys  
more.  

Continued from page 4  

Sarah: Do you find Canadians to  
be more uptight, or more relaxed  
then Brazilians?  

All: Here is boring, we haven't  
been invited to any parties.  
There are more in Brazil.  

Sarah: What's the difference  
between Brazilian and Canadian  
girls?  

Guilherme, Andre, Artur:  

Blonde hair and blue eyes is  
not so common, here it is.  
Canadian girls are pretty and  

Brazil has come to Canada!.. Continued  
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Pop-ular Culture  
Pop Culture.  What is it?  The  
definition from Dictionary.com  
reads "contemporary lifestyle  
and items that are well known  
and generally accepted, cultural  
patterns that are widespread  
within a population; also called  
pop culture," so it should be  
quite intriguing to investigate  
what people and teenagers  
now find popular and "socially  
acceptable" today.  

Starting with films, they are  
perhaps the most watched and  
talked about pop culture outlet  
among people.  Films have a  
massive impact on social and  
cultural patterns of people.  
Though more people said they  
liked comedy, why is it that  
dramas and action films make  

Music is what teachers try to  
pry their students away from in  
class.  Teenagers are constantly  
listening to music.  You try and  
talk to your friend, "Hmm?  

the most at the box office?  Is it       What?"  is always the response  
as they pull the earphones from       ment on whether the show is  

scripted, to the weekly antics  
of Dwight on The Office, we all  
discuss them week after week,  
by asking the simple question:  
"Did you see ___ last night?  

Continued on page 7  

their ears.  Sometimes you will  
get the "I CAN'T HEAR  
WHAT YOU'RE SAYING, SO  
DON'T TALK!"  So what is  
this magical force that draws  
people away from school, their  

TV, or television, as it's called  
from time to time, is the  
weekly dose of entertainment  
we get.  From The Hills argu-  

simply that more middle aged  
people are going to these films?  
Out of the teens that I asked  
and said that their favourite  
genre was comedy, almost all  
of them gave a drama as their  
favourite, such as: Green Mile,  

really prefer, though it could be       T.I., Katy Perry, Rihanna, Tpain,  
and MIA.  Now people may not  
like these artists, but this is  
what is being played on the  
radio,  As time progresses,  
different types of music will  
become more popular.  If you  
want to make contact, it's best  
to know what people are lis-  
tening to.  

in fact that comedies are more  
fun to watch while dramas give  
a lasting effect.  One can only  
guess, but what is for certain is  
that films bring people to-  
gether, to watch, to talk about,  
and to enjoy.  

friends, and pretty much every-  
thing?  Is it Beethoven's Fifth  
Symphony?  The latest jazz  
album?  Probably not, as it's  
probably a song that's on the  
top ten.  What's on the top  
ten?  Well, some of the people  
on the list are: Britney Spears,  

Shawshank Redemption, The  
Notebook, and Fifth Element.  
(not a drama, but close.)  So  
what reaches teens in movies  
today?  Is it the latest Seth  
Rogen comedy, or the latest  
three hour drama?  Nobody  
know for sure which teens  

"I pity the fool who don't  
read Sabre Trooth."  

Questions?  
Comments?  

Suggestions?  
Story ideas?  
Complaints?  

Send them to:  

extra event.  The boat cruise  
(that everyone talks about),  
will hopefully be in the spring  
for various reasons.  And of  
course we have the regular  
events such as dress up  
theme days, and after grad.  

On Thursday Oct. 9th, Suth-  
erland hosted "Olympian  
Day."  This themed event  
was not the most popular,  
but thanks to all those who  
dressed up.  One can only  
hope that the school spirit of  
these individuals catches on,  
and all the other grads show  
their stuff.  GOOO SABRES!  

-Jared James  

can come and speak with us  
about ideas for events, or if  
they just want to help out.  

Everyone take a deep breath.  
You should give the grad  
council a break.  There are  
many steps to go through  
before we can even finalize  
dates and announce them to  
grads.  Don't worry Suther-  
land, you're in good hands.  
This coming December is a  
formal Masquerade at the  
Seymour Golf Club (NOTE:  
This decision has not yet  
been finalized, but grad  
council is working hard to  
make it happen).  This event  
will not be replacing the boat  
cruise; this will only  be an  

Baumann,) asks the typical  
teacher questions about  
security and teacher spon-  
sors.  Once that is all clear  
and we have a price organ-  
ized, that's when we can  
start selling tickets and ad-  
vertising.  We can't do this  
beforehand because if we do  
not sell enough tickets or  
there is a sudden change of  
dates, the school (and you)  
would lose a lot of money.  

The grad council consists of  
Nikki Meyers, Marqelle  
Moeller, Carling Bieg, Jared  
James, Lindsay Van Leeuwen  
and Stephanie Heuring.  Each  
one of us would like to in-  
form the students that they  

Continued from page 4  

two times a week in Ms.  
Buchanan's office to discuss  
and assign various topics.  
Each meeting a member is  
assigned to either call a com-  
pany or research a venue.  
The following meeting that  
member speaks about the  
progress they have made,  
and we move from there.  
After the process of organiz-  
ing a venue and catering, we  
always have to clear our  
ideas through the admini-  
stration of the school.  We  
present our prices, our  
ideas, and our hard work.  
The administration (Mr.  
Green, Mr. Jones, and Mr.  

Counseling the Counselors… Continued  
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"Is This Seat Taken?"  
a weirdo started talking to me, I would  
feel politely compelled to talk back to  
them."  So perhaps it isn't unfair judg-  
ment, but a general assumption that  
we may become stuck and unable to  
free ourselves from the terror that is  
discomfort.  

One twenty-something woman had  
"never really thought about it," and  
thought it was a "personal space  
thing."  

A grumpy, but nice enough middle  
aged man pointed out that, "we are  
told to be cautious of strangers, just in  
case they are dangerous, so we might  
be subconsciously avoiding people."  

And then there was the middle aged  
lady who thought that, "teenagers feel  
like they live in a cone of silence, and  
can talk about whatever they want,  
which makes lots of people want to  
get away."  

"I don't want to be in someone else's  
space, because they probably don't  
want me in their bubble.  And I feel  
like if I sit next to a cute girl she'll  
think I'm hitting on her," was the opin-  
ion of a teenage boy.  It is our decision  
to think whether or not someone  
wants to sit next to us for no reason,  
or to move in and try to creep us out.  
This is where it seems as if everyone is  
trying to push each other as far away  
as possible in order to not become  
vulnerable…            Continued on page 8  

and will not allow themselves to be  
spoken about by someone whom  
they do not find "visually appealing."  
Often people fear being sat next to  
by someone who appears lively and  
talkative, just in case they are forced  
into an awkward conversation.  Even  
a person who looks completely  
harmless and quiet searches for a  
place on the bus, and will find diffi-  
culty feeling welcome.  Some would  
undoubtedly agree that they would  
prefer to sit alone with their iPods  
than converse about politics with  
someone new.  In numerous cases it  
is the seat seeking patron who takes  
the blame for disgruntled expres-  
sions, and lack of rhapsody towards  
them.  There are also the people  
who act as if the single seats don't  
exist and are willing to stand, rather  
than sit down beside someone.  

A jovial public transit user  

Every day, people are ignored, judged, scoffed at,  
laughed at, and whispered about by strangers.  
Frequently, these behaviours occur on a particu-  
lar form of transportation: the bus.  This is  
where anyone can witness the daily routines of  
bus riders stepping up to the walkway, as all  
those currently seated pray that they do not  
become the victim by being sat beside.  Why is  
it, that as humans, we are not willing to accept a  
stranger in the seat beside us?  What is it that  
makes us cringe every time we are asked "Is this  
seat taken?"  How come people are willing to  
stand for an hour, when they could simply sit  
beside a new face?  

Unable to figure out why people live  
this way, I took it upon myself to ask  
those who experience this the most:  
the bus riders of North Vancouver.  

The verdict seemed to be along the  
lines of personal space, and as one  
friendly enough face pointed out,  
"There is such a risk, because you  
are held captive.  More awkward  
than talking to a stranger would be  
trying to escape the situation…  I'm a  
polite person, so if  an old[er] lady or  

First of all, there is something to be said about  
personal hygiene, and how it affects the opinions  
of others.  Many humans are shallow by nature,  

Pop-ular Culture… Continued  "When you have  

a good script  

you're almost in  

more trouble  

than when you  

have a terrible  

script."  

For that reason, TV will always  
have a place in Popular Culture.  

Continued from page 6  

It can spawn plenty of conver-  
sations.  What's popular in TV  
today is simple: it's the charac-  
ters.  Be it the melodrama, or  
the brilliant comedy, we always  
want to know what the charac-  
ters are doing- be it from  
Jerry, Elaine, George and  
Kramer, to the antics of the  
current TV characters.  We  
always are interested in charac-  
ters' lives we know more about  
than our friends or neighbours.  

Pop Culture is the cornerstone  
of friendships and relationships.  
As you get older, you bond  
over show, movies, or music  
you used to watch or listen to  
as a kid.  It keeps conversations  
going.  It makes you friends,  
and it influences your life.  So  
what's popular now will reso-  
nate for some time to come.  

-James Elliot  

Robert Downey  

Jr.  
Dwight, a popular character from  
"The Office"  



After finishing the first part of  
this article, I still felt dissatisfied  

statements that nobody wanted     person on the entire bus said  
to hear.  A few stops later, two     anything.  Not a word.  I  

wanted so badly to scream at  
them that they had no right to       want to be subjected to hav-  

ing to stand up for what we  
believe in, and end up being  
the ones judged by strangers.  

-Katie Sweeney  

say that, and that they were  
completely oblivious to the  
world around them.  I couldn't  
however, and that was what  

keeps us from wanting to be  
seated next to an unfamiliar  
face is ourselves.  We don't  men who carried the appear-  

ance of being homeless also  
walked on, which apparently  
made the boys entitled to yell  
that "all homeless people  
should be killed."  By the looks  

stepped on the bus and imme-       it into our hears, but no matter     could be.  And then I realized  
diately began making loud                how much we heard it, not one     that maybe what it is, that  

and couldn't figure out where I      on everyone's faces, especially  
was going.  Then I took the bus     the two men, people were  

disgusted at the behaviour  
shown by the boys.  They kept       what they would say to me,  
repeating it, as if trying to drill        and what threats towards me  

bothered me the most.  I  
knew I had to say something,  
but I was so concerned about  once more, but this time,  

through the Downtown East-  
side.  Three obnoxious boys  

Continued from page 7  

to a stranger; a stranger who  
could, perhaps, be a crazy per-  
son, or, could become our new  
best friend.  We need to be  
willing to open up and realize  
that the worst case scenario is,  
we get off at the nearest stop  
and take the next bus that  
comes along.  

"Is This Seat Taken?"… Continued  

Nick, Norah, and the Yugo  

Hence the name "Infinite Play-  
list", this movie features fantas-  
tic music from artists like Vam-  
pire Weekend, Modest Mouse,  
Band of Horses, and Richard  
Hawley, just to name a few.  
The songs add to the overall  
feel of the movie and change  
your mood from sad to anxious  

We won't bite, we prom-  
ise  

SabreT-  
rooth@hotmail.com  

http://  
www.nvsd44.bc.
c  

a/SchoolSites/ 
Sutherland/  

News/The Sabre 
Trooth.aspx  

Fluffy," the legendary band in  
which they are in search of.  
The two Jersey teens are  
drawn together by their taste  
in music which may turn their  
lives around in a different , (and  
better), direction.  

Visit us online at:"Hey Tris, it's Nick.  I just  
wanted to talk to you.  You  
know, I think we both said  
some things we didn't mean.  
Like when you broke up with  
me… on my B-day." - Nick  

of a night filled with many un-  
expected twists and turns.  

to frustrated to happy.  How-  
ever, I'm disappointed to say  
that some of the best songs in  
the movie didn't make it on to  
the soundtrack.  

With this quote, the heart-  
warming and amazing movie,  
Nick and Norah's Infinite Playlist  
begins.  Starring Kat Dennings  
and Michael Cera, (which I'm  
sure is the main reason why  
many of you ladies out there  
are dying to see this movie),  

During one chaotic night of fun,       adventure that is definitely  
worth the 90 minutes."  Every-  
one should take the time to go  
see this movie, for it is truly  
"infinite!"  

-Louisa Perro  

Nick and Norah's.. is a whirlwind       they stop by the clubs of New  
York to look for her, and suc-  
ceed in finding "Where's  

Questions?  
Comments?  

Suggestions?  
Story ideas?  
Complaints?  

Send them to:  

Nick, his crew of gay band  
numbers, and Norah, manage  
to lost their drunken friend, so  

It is strongly advised that you  
go see Nick and Norah's…,  
which exceed my expectations  
by far.  Quoted from an anony-  
mous student: "it is an indie  

Based on the book by Rachel  
Cohn and David Levithan, Nick  
(Cera), and Norah (Dennings),  
are chasing the streets of New  
York's indie rock scene in an  
enigmatic search for their fa-  
vourite band playing a hidden  
show somewhere in the city.  

Nick and Norah's Infinite Playlist: A Night of Mixtapes and Madness  
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Badminton Team T-Shirt  

Watch the Birdie  
The badminton season was delayed due  
to the lack of holes in the gym floor  
needed to se up nets.  However, now  
that such controversy is well in the  
past, our Sabres are showing promise.  
The seniors have two wins in a handful  
of games, but the juniors are winless at  
the moment, nevertheless they are  
looking optimistic for future games.  
Mrs. Johns, a math teacher, is this year's  
badminton coach.  The team is showing  
strong leadership and good teamwork.  
"Sometimes the older guys tell me  
what's going on with the team." Praised  
Mrs. Johns, "They also help the younger  
players.  

The new coach expressed that her  
expectations for the season are to  
make the playoffs, have fun, and im-  
prove.  So far they are coming true.  
However, the season did not start out  
that way.  "Alright, I'm philosophical.  It  
was hard at first with no holes in the  
gym flood and a rough start, but we're  
doing fine," explained Johns.  At every  
game, it is evident the team is improv-  
ing, so come out and support your bad-  
minton teams while they make a push  
for the playoffs.  

-James Buckley  

Namco Bandai are the developers behind  
the Tales series: a long running series of  
RPGs notable for never changing the basic  
formula once in it's 20 year run.  (sound  
familiar, Madden fans?)  their latest entry:  
Tales of Vesperia, showcases some of the  
most horrendous DLC to date.  you see,  
Namco isn't just getting you to pay for  
content that is already on the disc.  oh no,  
Namco is charging you for in game pro-  
gression.  players can pay cash sums,  
around two dollars for each piece of con-  
tent, to get things like in-game currency,  
items that you can buy in shops, and extra  
levels for characters.  that's like being sold  
a puzzle and having the person who sold it  
to you charge you extra to solve half of it  
for you.  in fact, it's worse, because the  
game is balanced to account for this DLC  
and thus the less skilled players who don't  
shell out for these stat bonuses are effec-  
tively gimped from the onset.  it's like the  
half of the puzzle that the vendor is charg-  
ing to solve for you is all black white  
pieces.  oh sure, it's not impossible to  
solve it without the help, it's just a heck of  
a lot harder.  

you may have noticed by now that most  
of the sentences in this article do not start  
with capital letters.  this is because capi-  
talization for things other than proper  
nouns is optional downloadable content  
for this article.  a cutout sheet of all the  
proper capital letters is available on the  
Sutherland homepage for a nominal fee of  
only 5 dollars.  you can print this sheet  
and cut and paste all of the letters into  
their proper place, or you can wait until  
next year, when I'll release the same arti-  

I paid three dollars for this!?  

charging for things that should be free,  
however, is nothing in comparison to  
charging people extra content that is  
already on the disc.  EA Games is the  
publisher behind Madden NFL, a series  
notorious for making yearly updates with  
little difference between versions save  
roster updates and a new play or two.  
EA committed the heinous crime of  

now do you see how it feels?  

-Geoff Thew  life into an old game (Eg. Oblivion: Shivering       charge gamers for weapons in the new  
Battlefield game, a move that would give an  
unfair advantage to gamers willing to shell  
out the extra 5 bucks for the new guns.  
when they were called on it, they changed  
their tune, but only after a popular web-  
site, Sarcastic Gamer, organized a boycott  
that could have seriously hurt their sales.  
still, EA isn't the worst culprit out there.  
that honour goes to Namco Bandai.  the poster child for useless DLC hails  

from the kingdom of Cyrodill (the game  
world of Elder Scrolls 4: Oblivion.)   the first  
DLC for this game was a small bit of con-  
tent that cost 200 Microsoft points  
(about three dollars Canadian at the  
time) and consisted, in it's entirety, of a  
single suit of horse armor.  to put this in  
perspective, this is like buying an entire  
garage full of cars for a cool ten million  
dollars, and then being charged an extra  
ten thousand for paint.  paint that can  
only be applied to one car at a time.  
Bethesda, (the developer), has since of-  
fered us some considerably less meager  
pieces of DLS, but that doesn't change  
the fact that they charged us for some-  
thing that by all rights should have been  
free.  

Isles) or keep a newer game from getting  
stale (Eg. Halo 3 heroic and legendary  
map packs).  there is however, a bit of a  
problem with the DLC model: it isn't  
always properly implemented, and can  
often be a downright rip-off.  

cle again for an extra ten dollars with  
the capitals already in place.  

charging gamers for content that they had  
already paid for when they released DLC  
such as altered rosters onto Xbox Live.  
considering that you can edit team rosters  
in the game already, this is totally, abso-  
lutely useless.  EA also attempted to  

those who frequent Xbox live and PSN  
are no strangers to downloadable con-  
tent: small, cheap downloadable add-ons  
that gamers can download to extend the  
life of their games.  indeed, when prop-  
erly implemented, DLC can breathe new  

Mother's Basement: DLC- Demonstrably Laughable Crudware  
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Jim taking a break from campaign-  
ing to do a little community cleanup  

Of course the main subject of  
interest was his green and blue  
striped tie.  He explained that  
because his usual colour is blue,  
he wanted to find something that  
was blue while still representing  
the Green Party.  Fortuitously, he  
managed to find two ties with  
both green and blue, which, natu-  
rally, get heavy use during the  
election.  With regards to  
"thinking green," Jim noted that  
from what he's seen travelling  
from school to school giving  
speeches about the environment,  
students are already doing quite a  
bit to improve the environment  
such as walking to school, and of  
course, educating their parents.  
Though he may not have won the  
election, we should still remem-  
ber that "recycle is the third  
choice after reduce and reuse."  

-Jonathan Newton  

In the end, Harper got some of  
what he wanted, an increase in  
the seats at the expense of the  
Liberals, but not the majority  
that he craved.  

Despite Harper failing to gain a  
majority, he claims he is still  
"very pleased" with his  
stronger minority.  In his  
speech in Calgary on Wednes-  
day October 14th, he said "We  
are gradually establishing a base  
of the Conservative party  
across the country.  We had  
important breakthroughs  
among female voters, among  
ethnic voters, and in a couple  
of the big cities.  We made  
some significant gains in the  
Greater  Toronto and Vacou-  
ver areas."  

I sat down over some  
pumpkin bread and tea  
with our local Green  
Party candidate Jim Ste-  
phenson, to ask him  
about his association  
with what, at the time,  
was the ''upcoming"  
election.  He told me he  
had enjoyed running in a  
previous January Election  
and, though he was  
never elected, at least  
fifty people thanked him  
for giving someone they  
could enthusiastically  
vote for, encouraging  
him to run again.  When  
asked about the require-  
ments needed to run as a  
candidate, he noted that  
different ridings have  
different sets of qualifica-  
tions.  "The qualifications  
can't be too high with  
the performance of the  
Conservatives," he added  
with a smile.  

Hope for a Greener Government  
While the election may  
be over, I have been  
sitting on this interview  
for three weeks now and  
figure that it's about time  
it was published.  

Surprisingly, the only party to  
have increased the number of  
votes in the shadow of a large  
decline in voter turnout ap-  
pears to be the Green Party.  
Their votes grew by a consid-  
erable 277,000.  Sadly for the  
Greens, that growth did not  
result in the election of a single  
one of their candidates..  

Sadly, the voter turnout this  
year was only 59.1%, the low-  
est it's ever been in Canadian  
history and down 6 points from  
the last election.  It is interest-  
ing to note that Harper's suc-  
cess was entirely due to the  
misfortune of other parties,  
rather than any added support  
for his party.  In fact, the turn-  
out for Canadians voting for  
the Conservatives actually  
dropped slightly.  The critical  
factor for their success was  
really the huge drop in the  
turnout of Liberal supporters.  
The Liberals suffered severely,  
dropping from 95 to 76 seats,  
according to the election  
agency.  The Green Party was  
able to steal votes away from  
usual Liberals and NDPers, but  
the Conservatives benefited  
more from the hundreds of  
thousands of Liberal voters  
who seemed to stay home on  
Election Day.  

Conservative Party leader Stephen Harper gives a speech 

The Conservatives seized 11  
new seats in Ontario with a  
dramatic increase in popular  
vote from 35 to 48%, although  
they won barely anymore votes  
in Ontario compared to 2006.  
The gain in vote distribution  
only came about because  
roughly 500,000 voters, most  
of them Liberal, apparently lost  
all faith between the two elec-  
tions, which left the Conserva-  
tives better backed in compari-  
son.  Interestingly enough, the  
only province in which the  
Conservatives made huge gains  
was BC, thanks to a significant  
increase in votes here.  

Overview of the 2008 Canadian Federal Election  
The 2008 Canadian election  
looks like it was a success for  
Prime Minister Stephen Harper,  
who led his Conservative Party  
to victory.  Harper called the  
election early in hopes of win-  
ning over a majority govern-  
ment.  He claims the reason for  
the election was because Parlia-  
ment had become increasingly  
"dysfunctional," making it hard  
for him to lead.  It is also very  
likely that he did so in light of  
the recent economic crisis, in  
an effort to get the poll out of  
the way and gain a majority  
before the Canadian economy  
slips into a possible recession.  
The election agency reported  
on it's website that the Con-  
servatives gained an extra 19  
seats, making their current  
total l43, short of the 155 seats  
needed to achieve a majority  
government, but an improve-  
ment over the 127 the party  
had in the previous Parliament.  
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Shark Finning: A Cruel Practice  
As you probably don't know,  
sharks are dying off rapidly.  
It's weird to think that they  
have survived on Earth for  
about 450 million years, but  
why all of a sudden are they  
disappearing so fast when they  
are immune to most diseases?  
Last year it was recorded that  
200 sharks died every minute,  
which is the equivalent of  
three sharks dying every sec-  
ond.  Shark finning is the cause  
of their endangerment and the  
reason that the population of  
sharks has decreased 90% in  
the past decade.  

lurking below, possibly another      the species they  
prey on are in-  
creasing in popula-  
tion, causing an  
imbalance in the  
food chain.  This  
will eventually end  

In endangerment,  
and then extinction for other  
species living in the ocean.  
People have to stop thinking of  
sharks as maneaters, since  
most attacks are accidental.  
They are either mistaking one  
as a seal, or feeling in danger by  
someone's presence just as you  
see with any other animal who  
protects themselves.  Survival  
is what the whole world is part  
of.  

shark.  

Well who cares if the sharks  
die, they kill us like crazy man  
eating machines all the time  
right?  Wrong.  We are killing  
about 100-200 million sharks a  
year whereas sharks are killing  
10-15 people a year.  Elephants  
and bees kill more people than  
sharks do a year.  Why are we  
less sensitive to the lives of  
sharks?  Does Jaws ring a bell?  
It's author, Peter Benchley,  
admitted "If there is one thing I  
know for dead certain it's that I  
couldn't possibly write Jaws  

Example of a fin  

even if it's a part of your cul-  
ture.  It's harming our oceans,  
sharks themselves, and other  
creatures that are being af-  
fected by the imbalance of the  
oceans.  It is everyone's re-  
sponsibility to keep the future  
of sharks as a species on this  
planet since they are a huge  
part of our Earth.  

-Sara Babakioff  
When a shark is finned, a fish-      today.  I could not turn this  
erman cuts all their fins, in-  
cluding their caudal fin, (tail),  
while the shark is still alive.  
The shark isn't killed before  
the fins are cut because it's  
inconvenient for the fishermen  
to go through the process  
which takes up too much of  
their time.  They don't care  
about the shark's life or com-  
fort.  Plus they don't keep the  
rest of the shark's body to sell  
because of the large amount of  
sharks they kill, and the many  
that would end up on the boat  
would be too heavy, using  
more gas.  The value of the  
torso doesn't even compare  
to the expensive cost of the  
fins, so 95-99% of the shark is  
wasted.  For example, in Asia,  
it costs up to $700 for a KG  
of shark fins.  

When the shark is de-finned,  
it is then thrown overboard to     thing, but are used for their  

texture.  Chicken broth is  
added to the soup for flavour  
as millions of sharks die a year  
simply to have the essence of  

the bottom of the sea.  Keep  
in mind that the shark is still  
alive, in severe pain, and  
bleeding.  Without fins to  

The thing is, while we are fully  
aware of our actions, sharks  
are not.  What is very hard to  
understand is why people  
blame sharks for attacking us.  
You wouldn't run by a pride of  
lions and expect not to be  
harmed, so what's the differ-  
ence of setting foot in the  
ocean?  It's their territory, and  
it deserves to be treated with  
respect and understanding and  
not put into soup purely for  
certain cultures' traditions and  
signs of wealth.  A bowl of  
Shark fin soup can cost from  
$100- $200 depending on  
where it's bought.  Shark fins  
don't actually have any nutri-  
tional value or taste like any-  

beautiful beast into a villain."  
This is the man who finds him-  
self responsible for the hatred  
and fright towards sharks.  

The best way to decrease sales  
in shark fins is to understand  
sharks as a species.  There are  
many ways to do this, such as  
watching the documentary  
"Sharkwater."  It's an hour and  
a half with facts about shark  
finning and people's opinions  
on it.  You'd be surprised how  
many people are not opposed  
to the multi billion shark finning  
industry, and how many people  
actually encourage it.  Another  
way is to go on Youtube and  
search for shark finning.  To be  
able to see this cruel practice is  
heart breaking and embarrass-  
ing.  There are petitions online  
one can sign to try to stop  
shark finning.  It will take two  
minutes out of your time, cost  
no money, and will help dra-  
matically.  Countries like China,  
India, Thailand, and many more  
still need to ban shark finning.  
Although there are 63 coun-  
tries that have banned it al-  
ready, the most crucial coun-  
tries with the biggest involve-  
ment still need to ban it.  

Questions?  
Comments?  

Suggestions?  
Story ideas?  
Complaints?  

Send them to:  

SabreT-  
rooth@hotmail.com  

We won't bite, we  
promise  

"When I took my son  

and his friends to see  

Napoleon Dynamite, we  

spent the next six weeks  

trying to explain it.  
swim and survive with, not to       texture in a bowl of soup.  
mention blood loss, the shark       Because of the texture and  
then sinks helplessly to the sea     tradition, the oceans are in  
floor.  Eventually the shark will     danger.  Sharks are on top of  
either die of blood loss, or be       the food chain, and while their  
eaten by another creature             numbers are rapidly decreasing,  

Lastly, and the most obvious  
point of all, don't eat the soup,  Robert Downey Jr. 
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Canucks Corner  
The Vancouver Canucks had  
fans' hopes high entering the  
regular season, just coming off  
an incredible 6-0-1 preseason.  
The new season started with a  
special ceremony for Luc Bour-  
don, a young and talented Ca-  
nuck who passed away in May  
of this year after an unfortu-  
nate motorcycle accident.  
Inspired by this tear jerking  
ceremony, Luc's best friend on  
the team, Alex Burrows, regis-  
tered two goals and with a  
simple gesture, dedicating them  
to his late friend.  The Canucks  
won the game 6-0 against the  
Calgary Flames, and only two  
days later beat them 4-3 de-  
spite trailing 3-1 early in the  
first period.  The bandwagon  
was full for the Canucks' third  
game against the Washington  
Capitals, but most of the "fans"  
got off again (as always) after a  
disappointing 5-1 loss, in which  
Alexander Semin of the Capi-  
tals tallied 2 goals against  
Roberto Luongo.  The Canucks  
had some questions facing  
them after this loss: were the  
past two games just a fluke?  
Can the Canucks come back  
from this loss?  On Thursday,  
they faced off against the re-  
turning Stanley Cup champions,  
the Detroit Red Wings, and in  
the exciting, almost evenly  
matched game, the Canucks  
came out on top with a great  
4-3 win, giving Luongo his  
200th career NHL win.  The  
Canucks started the season  
with most sports analysts and  
fantasy magazines predicting  
them last in the division and  
low in the conference, but with  
newly acquired grit and inten-  
sity, the Canucks, the coaching  
staff, and rookie general man-  
ager Mike Gillis have set out to  
prove them wrong.  

Besides the addition of some  
key players who are now pro-  
viding the Canucks their new  
flair, the Canucks have made  
another significant change:  

Comic by Jenny Lee 

Mike Gilis is for the better.  I  
may not be Astrology Jones,  
but I see the "Vancouver Ca-  

naming Roberto Luongo team  
captain- the first goaltending  
captain in the NHL since Bull  
Durnan 60 years ago.  This was      nucks" inscribed on the Stanley  
a slightly controversial move, as  
goalies are not allowed to wear  
the "C" because of possible  
delays in the game created by  
the goalie having to talk to a  
referee if a call is arguable.  The  
Canucks have solved this by  
instead giving Luongo the "C"  
on his mask, and having assis-  
tant captains Willie Mitchell,  
Mattias Ohlund, and Ryan  
Kesler handle captain duties  
that Luongo, as a goalie is un-  
able to handle.  Before the  
season started, some fans ar-  
gued the Canucks have changed  
too much, with many old play-  
ers leaving, new players com-  
ing, and changing their identity  
(did the Canucks even have an  
identity last year?)  Now most  
fans think the drastic changes  
made in the off season by GM  

Cup in the near future.  

-Jenny Lee  
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